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WHO WE ARE
At Enactus UCalgary, we identify demographics within our city
that require support and work with individuals to help them
build the skill sets they need to actively change their lives. Our
programs focus on entrepreneurial development, economic and
environmental sustainability and financial literacy education.
We are proud to share the impact and results from our
2021/22 year, primarily achieved through our 5 projects.
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OUR PROJECTS

CAREER SKILLS

CINQ
CINQ is a project that acts as a student-run advisory committee that aims to provide valuable experience for
students and valuable input for non-for-profit organizations and social enterprises. CINQ, students volunteers gained
experience within the field of consulting, marketing and build problem-solving skills.

6000+ INDIVIDUALS INDIRECTLY IMPACTED
AUTISM WORKS
The Autism Works Entrepreneurship (AWE) project aims to empower the ideas and talents of entrepreneurs with
autism by providing business consultation around building and scaling sustainable businesses.
We have supported 5 entrepreneurs to date through aiding them with web development solutions, business plan
development and project planning to execute their goals.

1 EXISTING ENTREPRENEUR EMPOWERED

EMPOWER
Empower aims to teach entrepreneurial thinking and business
fundamentals to educated immigrant women. Many educated
women immigrate to Canada and are unable to find equivalent
work that they are qualified for in their home countries. This
program enhances their current skill-set and empowers them to
start their own small business here in Calgary.

300+ VOLUNTEER HOURS |
20 IMMIGRANT WOMEN IMPACTED
In-person session conducted before COVID19. Following health regulations, this last
year's session was held entirely online.

In-person session conducted before COVID-19.

PossABILITY
PossABILITY believes that financial literacy is for everyone. Four
years ago, we developed a six-week research-based curriculum that
introduces budgeting, volunteer expectations, financial safety and
informed decision making to high school students. Our purpose is to
present these topics as an educational foundation for future inclusive
employment or volunteer opportunities. This innovative project
adapts traditional financial literacy models and is highly accessible
to students of varying abilities.

150+ VOLUNTEER HOURS | 21 INDIVIDUALS IMPACTED
GREENBIZ
GreenBiz aims to empower small business owners to achieve energy
efficiency, waste reduction, and water conservation. Assessments of
each business will be converted into tailored strategies to make
business operations more environmentally and socially sustainable
while boosting efficiency and reducing costs. GreenBiz is undergoing
the beginning stages of working with small businesses to improve
their sustainability practices, with 4 business owners being onboarded.

4 SMALL BUSINESSES PARTICIPATING

PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS

